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Specialization: Accounting

ABOUT THIS DEGREE PROGRAM

A FOUNDATION IN BUSINESS
This program features a series of essential Business Core courses to help build interdisciplinary skills critical to workplace success. These courses introduce students to key disciplines that support business careers and cover concepts related to general business principles, including accounting, marketing, management and the analytic skills that inform business decision-making.

The Business Core coursework introduces students to contemporary workplace applications. In each course, the learning experience is enhanced through activities that help students apply the course material, while shaping future education and career choices.

A PROGRAM TO FUEL YOUR FUTURE
In addition to leadership, resource management and conflict management techniques that the Bachelor of Science in Management degree provides, the accounting specialization will help you develop data analysis and business communication skills.

IS THIS PROGRAM FOR YOU?
Do you want to help make business decisions grounded in financial statements and leverage automated accounting systems? Then this management program specializing in accounting may be a good fit for you.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Graduates of DeVry University’s Management program with a specialization in Accounting may consider, but are not limited to, the following careers:

- Accountant
- Administrative Assistant
- Budget Analyst
- Cost Accountant
- General Ledger Accountant
- Internal Auditor
- Payroll Manager
- Financial Planner

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

ESSENTIALS
- Communicate methods and findings
- Solve complex problems
- Analyze numerical data
- Apply appropriate technologies

BUSINESS CORE
- Lead, manage, and collaborate in diverse environments in physical and virtual settings
- Allocate financial and human resources, manage risk, and analyze business opportunities
- Evaluate and solve complex business problems using numerical and qualitative data
- Use technology to develop business solutions to improve daily operations and long-term strategy

PROGRAM
- Apply leadership, resource management, and conflict management techniques to solve business problems
- Analyze financial and statistical data using spreadsheet and database software
- Apply managerial theories and techniques to improve organizational performance and foster continuous improvement
- Effectively communicate business information to varying audiences through varying media

SPECIALIZED
- Use financial statements in the decision-making process
- Analyze technologies used to develop automated accounting system
- Apply tax planning principles
- Develop auditing skills

QUICK FACTS

122
CREDIT HOURS
minimum credit hours required for graduation

6%
GROWTH
nationally from 2018-2028 for employment of Financial Analysts

2 + 8
YEARS MONTHS
minimum length to graduation

MICROSOFT OFFICE PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
DeVry University has partnered with Microsoft to make current versions of the Microsoft Office suite of applications and productivity tools available at no cost to students in this program.

FLEXIBILITY TO FIT YOUR LIFE
Take courses online, on campus, or in our innovative connected classrooms. Study full- or part-time and tailor your DeVry experience to fit your life. Classes start every 8 weeks, so you can begin your college degree when it makes sense for you.

LEARN FROM THOSE WHO LEAD
Our faculty embody strong academic credentials. Partners in your learning, they walk into the classroom bringing hard-earned knowledge and expertise honed through years of experience in the fields they teach.

1 125 for students enrolled at a Pennsylvania location. 2 https://www.bls.gov/ooh/business-and-financial/financial-analysts.htm. Data reflects a national projected percentage change in employment from 2018-2028 and may not reflect local economic conditions. 3 Not including breaks. Assumes year-round, full-time enrollment. Additional program information may be found at https://www.devry.edu/degree-programs.html
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ESSENTIALS

COMMUNICATION SKILLS
ENGL112 Composition
ENGL135 Advanced Composition

HUMANITIES
ETHC445 Principles of Ethics
LAS432 Technology, Society, and Culture

SPECIALIZED
ACCOUNTING
ACCT304 Intermediate Accounting I
ACCT305 Intermediate Accounting II
ACCT312 Intermediate Accounting III
ACCT405 Advanced Accounting
ACCT429 Federal Income Taxation
ACCT444 Auditing
ACCT451 Accounting Information Systems with Lab

SPECIALIZED
ANALYTICS
BIAM300 Managerial Applications of Business Analytics
BIAM400 Applied Business Analytics
BIAM410 Data Concepts in Business Intelligence

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CARD405 Career Development
COLL148 Critical Thinking and Problem-Solving

ADDITIONAL GENERAL EDUCATION SELECTION
SPCH275 Public Speaking
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